INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Vancomycin-resistant enterococci are important contributors to the rise of multi-drug resistant Hospital-Associated Infections (HAIs) and in 2013 were categorized as a 'serious' threat by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). HAIs are common complications of hospitalization and it is postulated that these infections cause over 2 million cases, and at least 23 000 deaths per year in the United States (<http://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/threat-report-2013/>). Perhaps, surprisingly, the majority of HAIs are caused by a handful of organisms. The organisms most strongly associated with US hospital infections and to which new antibiotics are urgently needed are frequently referred to as the no 'ESKAPE' pathogens (*Enterococcus faecium*, *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, *Acinetobacter baumannii*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Enterobacter* spp.) ([@B1],[@B2]). Among the no 'ESKAPE' organisms, vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) are of particular concern due to lack of reliable bactericidal therapeutic options. Enterococci (both *E. faecalis* and *E. faecium*) have become increasingly problematic in hospitals around the world with more than 80% of hospital-associated *E. faecium* isolates resistant to ampicillin and vancomycin ([@B3]). As a consequence, VRE present a substantial clinical threat and FDA-approved therapies, such as quinupristin/dalfopristin and linezolid, have important limitations due to resistance, toxicities and bacteriostatic effects against the most recalcitrant organisms. In response to the increased frequency of clinical resistance, the lipopetide daptomycin is often used 'off-label' as an antibiotic of last resort for enterococci ([@B3]).

Using clinical-strain pairs of DAP-resistant and susceptible *E. faecalis* recovered from a patient before and after therapy, we showed that mutations in *liaFSR*, encoding a three-component regulatory system, were responsible for the resistance phenotype ([@B4]). Using quantitative experimental evolution, we subsequently demonstrated that the most common evolutionary trajectories leading to daptomycin resistance were indeed through changes in the LiaFSR pathway ([@B5]). The LiaFSR system is composed of LiaS, a membrane-bound protein histidine kinase; LiaR, a cytosolic response regulator and LiaF, a membrane-bound protein that reduces or attenuates LiaS activity (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B6]--[@B9]).

![LiaFSR signaling pathway. In the absence of cell membrane-acting antibiotics, the three-component regulatory system, LiaFSR, is turned 'OFF' by the negative interaction of LiaF with LiaS. LiaS responds to membrane stress by phosphorylation of LiaR leading to downstream changes in the transcription of several operons to affect membrane homeostasis. *E. faecalis* LiaR is present largely as a dimer at physiologically relevant concentrations. Phosphorylation, or mutation to a constitutively active analog like LiaR^D191N^, induces changes in the conformation of the receiver domain leading to release of DNA binding domain and promoting a self-dimerization event to form an active tetramer able to bind extended DNA sequences. Abbreviations: RD, receiver domain; DBD, DNA binding domain.](gkv321fig1){#F1}

Mutations to LiaF, LiaR and LiaS have already been identified associated with DAP-resistance in clinical isolates of enterococci and are the most common adaptive changes in response to daptomycin ([@B4],[@B5],[@B10]--[@B12]). Moreover, we recently showed that deletion of *liaR* in a DAP-resistant strain of *E. faecalis* reversed the DAP resistance phenotype and markedly increased susceptibility to other cell-membrane acting antibiotics and antimicrobial peptides with different mechanism of action. Most importantly, the lack of *liaR* was associated with hypersusceptibility to DAP in a laboratory strain of *E. faecalis*, supporting the idea of LiaR as a 'master regulator' of the enterococcal cell membrane stress response ([@B13]).

Using *in silico* analysis, we identified a potential *liaR* binding site upstream from a gene cluster encoding three proteins of unknown function (designated *liaXYZ*, formerly *yvlB, pspC, yvlD*). Moreover, we previously showed that an adaptive mutation in LiaX (*liaX^1--289^*) ([@B5]) confers increased resistance to daptomycin, suggesting that this cluster is regulated by LiaR. Thus, the identification of potential LiaR regulatory sequences upstream of the *liaFSR* and *liaXYZ* operons along with our earlier observation that mutation of *liaX* was sufficient to increase resistance to daptomycin formed the basis for the inclusion of the *liaXYZ* operon in this study. Based on earlier studies of *B. subtilis liaRS*, we reasoned that adaptive changes to LiaR would likely activate the *liaFSR* regulon more strongly or even produce a constitutive 'on' response that remodels the membrane to reduce antibiotic susceptibility ([@B6]).

To elucidate the physicochemical basis for *E. faecalis* LiaR-mediated changes in daptomycin susceptibility, we used a combination of biophysical and structural approaches to map and quantitate the binding of LiaR and several LiaR variants to the upstream regulatory sequences of both the *liaFSR* and *liaXYZ* operons. Our studies reveal that activation of LiaR hinges on a dimer to tetramer transition (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) that allows LiaR to recognize complex upstream regulatory regions that extend beyond the predicted consensus sequence. Strikingly, the adaptive mutation LiaR^D191N^ shifts LiaR into the activated tetramer even in the absence of phosphorylation leading to a constitutively 'on' state. Crystal structures of the LiaR DNA binding domain bound to both the consensus sequence and an adjoining secondary site suggest that LiaR binding significantly bends DNA as part of its potential recruitment of RNA polymerase. As a 'master' regulator of the cell envelope stress response, LiaR, as well as other components of the LiaFSR system, may prove to be excellent targets for the development of new strategies and drugs that alter membrane adaptation and, perhaps, would prevent the evolution of resistance in enterococci or other organisms thereby extending the efficacy of current drugs. It is also clear that an increasing number of well-studied transcriptional regulators such as ArcA, BvgA, ComA and UhpA ([@B14]--[@B17]) may also bind to more complex and nuanced DNA regulatory structures. Presumably such sophisticated regulation reflects robust tuning through evolutionary selection of regulators and their accompanying networks to allow rapid adaptation to changing environments ([@B18]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Expression and purification of *E. faecalis* LiaR and its variants {#SEC2-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The LiaR gene and truncated LiaR gene (residues 140--206 of LiaR from *E. faecalis* S613, LiaR^(DBD)^) were amplified by PCR from genomic DNA S613 and cloned into pETDuet vector. Site-directed mutagenesis of LiaR was performed using the Stratagene QuikChange™ Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA). Recombinant proteins were expressed in *Escherichia coli* BL21 (DE3) at 30°C in EnPressoTM or EnPresso B culture medium (Biosilta, Oulu, Finland) and purified with a HisTrap affinity column (GE Healthcare) followed by the anion-exchange chromatography and gel filtration for the final step (Supplemental Information).

DNA footprint analysis by automated capillary electrophoresis (DFACE) {#SEC2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The DFACE procedure was performed as described previously (Supplemental Information) ([@B19],[@B20]).

Determination of DNA binding affinity by Microscale Thermophoresis {#SEC2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The affinity of LiaR and LiaR variants for duplex DNAs were measured by MicroScale Thermophoresis (MST) ([@B21]). MST experiments were performed on a Monolith NT.115 system (Nanotemper Technologies) using 25% LED and 100% IR-laser power. Measurements were also carried out on 25% LED power and 90% IR-Laser power for comparison. The resulting *K*~d~ values based on average from six independent MST measurements. Data analyses were performed using Nanotemper Analysis software, v.1.5.41.

Analytical ultracentrifugation {#SEC2-4}
------------------------------

Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation (SEQ) experiments were performed at 20°C using a Beckman XL-I instrument with an AnTi60 rotor. Data analysis was performed using Sedphat 10.40 ([@B22],[@B23]). For each protein, the SEQ profiles were globally fitted to a either a dimer--tetramer (LiaR, LiaR^D50E^ and LiaR^D191N^) or a monomer--dimer (LiaR^(DBD)^, LiaR^(DBD)D191N^) equilibrium model.

Structure determination of LiaR^(DBD)^ and LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ {#SEC2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Crystals of DBD LiaR suitable for data collection were obtained in 0.1 M Tris pH 8.6, 0.2 M LiSO~4~, 20% (w/v) PEG 3.350, 0.05% Tween-20, 10% glycerol, 10 mM praseodymium (III) acetate hydrate. The diffraction data sets were collected at Argonne National Laboratory\'s Advanced Photon Source (ANL APS) beamline 21-ID-F on a MarMosaic 225 CCD detector. The structure of LiaR^(DBD)^ protein was solved by molecular replacement ([@B24]) using the DNA binding domains of beryllofluoride-activated VraR from *Staphylococcus aureus* (PDB code: 4IF4) as an initial search model. The solution from molecular replacement suggested two molecules in the asymmetric unit and a Matthews coefficient of 3.03 (59.5% solvent content) ([@B25]). The initial model was submitted to phenix.autobuild and phenix.refine for automatic building and structure refinement ([@B26]). Phenix.Xtriage ([@B26]) analysis was performed for initial data characterization. Data analysis suggested that pseudo-merohedral twining by the twin law, −h,l,k, was possible; however, no significant pseudotranslation was detected by Patterson analysis. Structural refinement was carried out in Phenix: phenix.refine ([@B26]) with the twin specific target function. The initial model was improved by iterative rebuilding using (2*F*~o~ − *F*~c~) a map made with Coot ([@B27]). The applicable pseudo-merohedral twin law, −h,l,k, was applied from the beginning and throughout refinement in Phenix.refine and the twin fraction reached a final value of 0.49. Water molecules were added using phenix.refine program and by manual inspection of 2*F*~o~ − *F*~c~ electron density maps. The structure of the LiaR^DBD(D191N)^ protein was solved by molecular replacement ([@B24]) using the LiaR^DBD^ structure as an initial search model. Structural refinement was carried out in Phenix: phenix.refine with the twin specific target function (−h,l,k, twin fraction is 0.49) (Supplemental Information). Ramachandran plots and root mean square deviations from ideality for bond angles and lengths for LiaR^DBD^ and LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ were determined using the structure validation program MolProbity ([@B28]). Structure factors and final atomic coordinates have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank (entries: 4WSZ and 4WT0, respectively)

Structure determination of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ with DNA {#SEC2-6}
----------------------------------------------------

The crystal used in the DBD LiaR^D191N^/26-bp DNA structure was crystallized with 0.08 M KCl, 0.02 M BaCl~2~, 0.04 M sodium cacodylate (pH 6.0), 43% MPD, 0.012 M spermine tetrachloride, 0.01 M proline, 0.01 M strontium chloride. Crystals of the DBD LiaR^D191N^--22 bp DNA complex were grown in 0.03 M Bis--Tris propane/3.4, 0.07 M citric acid, 18% PEG 3350, 0.05% N,N-dimethyldodecylamine N-oxide, 0.1 M sodium malonate. The single wavelength (0.9788 Å) data sets were collected at (ANL APS) beamline 21-ID-D on a MarMosaic 300 CCD detector. Molecular replacement method was used to determine the structures of DNA--protein complexes using the DBD LiaR^D191N^ (PDB 4WT0) as a search model (Supplemental Information) (PDB: 4WUL and 4WU4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

DNA footprinting analysis of the upstream regions of *liaXYZ* and *liaFSR* reveal a larger than expected LiaR recognition sequence {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A comparison of the DNA sequences upstream of the *liaXYZ* and *liaFSR* operons and comparable operons from *Bacillus subtilis* and *S. aureus* ([@B7],[@B29]) suggested that LiaR recognizes a T(X)~4~C(X)~4~G(X)~4~A consensus motif ([@B5]). The degeneracy of potential sequences upstream of other putative LiaR target operons also suggested that LiaR-mediated regulation might be substantially more nuanced than a simple single consensus sequence ([@B30]). DNase I Footprinting followed by Automated Capillary Electrophoresis (DFACE) was used to delineate the LiaR footprint and identify potential target sequences for further physicochemical analysis (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Our initial binding studies suggested that unphosphorylated LiaR had no measureable affinity for either operon but that the adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^ had substantially increased affinity for the *liaXYZ* operon. We therefore used LiaR^D191N^ as a proxy for activated LiaR in our footprinting experiments. DFACE analysis of the *liaXYZ* promoter region from −320 to +30 provided clear evidence for a contiguous protected region approximately 43 bp in length that extended from position −120 to −77. LiaR^D191N^ binds to an extended region of the DNA that includes not only the predicted consensus region (−99 to −84) ([@B5]), but also the DNA sequences from -100 to -120. We refer to these protected regions outside the consensus sequence as 'secondary sequences.' In addition to the protected sequences, we observed a distinct DNase I hypersensitive site at position -83 next to the adenine (underlined) of the T(X)~4~C(X)~4~G(X)~4~[A]{.ul} consensus sequence (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To assess the concentration-dependence of the LiaR footprint, DFACE experiments were performed at 0.5 and 5.0 μM LiaR. Overall, the amount of protection at each position increased modestly at 5.0 μM protein but the pattern did not vary significantly with the notable exceptions of A(−84) and the hypersensitive site T(−83) where protection and reactivity increased, respectively. Protein concentration-dependent DNaseI hypersensitivity at T(−83) suggests that LiaR binding may alter the structure or curvature of the DNA allowing more efficient DNaseI cleavage. Based on sequence homology to other response regulators, the active species of LiaR would be expected to dimerize and have a site size of ∼21 nucleotides. Our protection experiments identified a region of protection that was twice the size expected for the simple binding of an activated LiaR dimer to DNA.

![LiaR binds to extended region of DNA that includes sequences outside the proposed canonical consensus sequence. DNase I Footprinting followed by DFACE was used to identify the DNA sequences protected by LiaR^D191N^ within the upstream regions of the *liaXYZ* (−320 to +30) and *liaFSR* (−367 to +30) operons of *E. faecalis* S613. Protection studies were performed at 0.5 and 5 μM LiaR^D191N^. DNaseI digestion patterns are shown as histograms (**A**, **C**, **E**) where negative changes in relative fluorescence units indicate regions of protection and positives changes indicate hypersensitivity. All DNaseI sensitivity data are relative to a no protein negative control. (**A**) LiaR^D191N^ binding to the promoter region of the *liaXYZ* operon. Nucleotide positions refer to the region of LiaR binding (-120 to -77) on the DNA relative to the translation start site of LiaX. (**B**/**D**) Oligonucleotides used for DNA binding studies. (**C**) LiaR^D191N^ binding to the promoter region of the *liaFRS* operon. Nucleotide positions refer to the region of LiaR binding (−97 to -68) on the DNA relative to the translation start site of LiaF. The AC bar indicates a compression artifact of two bases during electrophoresis seen in both the fragment pattern and the sequencing reaction results. (**E**) Superimposed electropherograms showing the shift of a hypersensitive location in the upstream region of the *liaXYZ* operon in response to increasing concentrations of LiaR (blue, 0 μM; red, 0.5 μM; green 5.0 μM). The hypersensitive position shifts from −35(T) to −36(C) to −38(C) in response to increasing protein concentration.](gkv321fig2){#F2}

Previous studies on LiaR homologs had suggested that LiaR also regulates its own operon and inspection of the 5' region of the *liaFSR* operon revealed two potential consensus sites. We used DFACE to establish the LiaR binding footprint and to observe whether LiaR binding to the *liaFSR* operon would produce an extended binding site comparable to that observed for the *liaXYZ* operon. We mapped LiaR binding over the region from −367 to +30 and observed that only the region from −97 to −68 had significant and contiguous protection when incubated with 0.5 μM LiaR^D191N^ (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The potential second consensus binding site at position −258 to −243 did not show any protection (data not shown). There were no significant changes in the size of the footprint or degree of protection in the presence of 5 μM protein compared to 0.5 μM. As with the *liaXYZ* operon, we observed a strong hypersensitive site at T(−78) the nucleotide following the adenine (underlined) of T(X)~4~C(X)~4~G(X)~4~[A]{.ul} consensus sequence (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It is interesting that the *liaFSR* hypersensitive site is located at the same relative position, e.g. one nucleotide 3' of the consensus sequence suggesting that protein binding imposes a similar change in DNA backbone structure and accessibility of both the *liaXYZ* and *liaFSR* regulatory regions. The LiaR footprint on the *liaFSR* operon has an additional hypersensitive site at C (−89) that is not present in the LiaR:*liaXYZ* footprint (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the most striking difference in the protection patterns for the two operons is the length of the protected regions. The size of the protection site for *liaFSR* is about 29 bases while that of *liaXYZ* was 43 bases. Interestingly, LiaR protection for the *liaFSR* operon extends about 10 bases toward the downstream translation start site, while the *liaXYZ* protection pattern extends away from the consensus sequence in the upstream direction. A different orientation for the extended protection regions suggests that recognition sequences outside the consensus motif can be oriented in either direction and is consistent with a versatile regulatory architecture.

Phosphomimetic mutant LiaR^D50E^ increases affinity for DNA {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Phosphorylation of LiaR leads to activation of target operons to mitigate cell envelope stress ([@B6]). Based on a comparison of the *E. faecalis* LiaR sequence with that of other response regulators from NarL/FixJ subfamily (*S. aureus* VraR, *B. subtilis* LiaR, *E. coli* NarL, FixJ) we identified Asp-50 as a potential site for phosphorylation ([@B31]). We were unable to find *in vitro* conditions that led to quantitative and stable phosphorylation of *E. faecalis* LiaR using small-molecule phosphoryl donors, such as acetyl phosphate or phosphoryl-mimics such as beryllium fluoride ([@B32]). Therefore, in order to perform biochemical studies on the phosphorylated LiaR, we mutated the putative phosphorylation site Asp-50 to a glutamate to produce a potentially stable and constitutively active mutant.

We tested the affinity of LiaR and LiaR^D50E^ for the region encompassing the consensus sequences by Microscale Thermophoresis (MST) (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Since our DNA footprinting had clearly identified an extended region of protection that included the putative consensus sequences for the *liaXYZ* operon, we tested the affinity of LiaR for both the consensus and adjoining secondary sites separately as well as together to make an extended sequence that included the entire DNA footprint region (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Although wild type LiaR affinity for DNA was too low to estimate an accurate *K*~d~, the putative phosphomimetic mutant, LiaR^D50E^, had substantially increased affinity (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Our observed *K*~d~ of 4.13 ± 0.48 μM for the *liaXYZ* consensus sequence is consistent with the *in vivo* measurements made for the *S. aureus* homolog of LiaR, VraR suggesting regulation of relevant operons in the micromolar range ([@B29],[@B33]). Given that the mutation of Asp-50 to glutamate is not identical to phosphorylation of aspartate, it may well be that the additional electronegative character of phospho-aspartate may further increase the *K*~d~ for specific DNA sequences. As expected, mutation of the putative phosphorylation site to alanine (LiaR^D50A^) decreased LiaR affinity for either sequence below detectable levels. These data are consistent with Asp-50 as the site of phosphorylation and the low affinity of unphosphorylated LiaR for target DNA.

![Adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^ that confers increased daptomycin resistance in *E. faecalis* S613 dramatically increases LiaR affinity for target DNA sequences. *E. faecalis* response regulator LiaR--DNA interactions were measured with MST. To determine the *K*~d~, increasing concentrations of LiaR^D191N^ was added to 40 nM of fluorescently labeled DNAs (Supplementary Information). *F*~norm~ (normalized fluorescence) was plotted on the y-axis in per mil \[‰\] unit (meaning every 1000) against the total concentration of the titrated partner on a log~10~ scale on the x-axis ([@B21]). The resulting *K*~d~ values based on average from six independent MST measurements. Note, when the markers were increased in size for readability the error bars became covered in some cases. (**A**) The binding of LiaR^D191N^ (magenta diamonds), LiaR^D50E^ (purple circles), LiaR^D50A^ (blue triangles), LiaR^D50E/D191N^ (green triangles) and LiaR^DBD(D191N)^ (red squares) to the consensus sequence within the *liaXYZ* operon or LiaR^D191N^ with a random sequence (black circles). (**B**) The binding of LiaR^D191N^ (magenta diamonds), LiaR^D50E^ (purple circles), LiaR^D50A^ (blue triangles), LiaR^DBD(D191N)^ (red squares), LiaR^D50E/D191N^ (green triangles) to the extended site of the *liaFSR* operon. (**C**) The binding of LiaR^D191N^ to the entire contiguous protected regions (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) of *liaXYZ* (cyan diamonds) and *liaFSR* (magenta circles).](gkv321fig3){#F3}

###### DNA binding affinity of *E. faecalis* S613 LiaR and variants

  Protein            *liaXYZ* consensus *K*~d~ \[μM\]   *liaXYZ* secondary *K*~d~ \[μM\]   *liaFSR* consensus *K*~d~ \[μM\]   *liaFSR* extended *K*~d~ \[μM\]   *liaXYZ* entire protected *K*~d~ \[μM\]   *liaFSR* entire protected *K*~d~ \[μM\]
  ------------------ ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  LiaR               N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                                                                      
  LiaR^D50E^         4.13 ± 0.48                        Weak^b^                            Weak^b^                            \>250                                                                       
  LiaR^D191N^        0.39 ± 0.03                        21.9 ± 4.5                         \>150                              0.37 ± 0.02                       0.63 ± 0.04                               0.88 ± 0.04
  LiaR^D50A^         N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                             \>250                                                                       
  LiaR^D50E/D191N^   3.63 ± 0.55                        16.1 ± 2.10                        N/D^a^                             2.8 ± 0.30                                                                  
  LiaR^DBD^          N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                             N/D^a^                                                                      
  LiaR^(DBD)D191N^   4.06 ± 0.76                        Weak^b^                            \>150                              1.88 ± 0.08                                                                 

^a^No detectable binding my MST up to 466 μM LiaR, 224 μM LiaR^D50A^, 344 μM LiaR^DBD^, 138 μM LiaR^D50E/D191N^.

^b^At the concentration range of this experiment setup, a small change in thermophoresis was observed, but it was not large enough to confidentially report a binding value.

Adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^ that confers increased daptomycin resistance in *E. faecalis* S613 dramatically increases LiaR affinity for target DNA sequences {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a previous study, we had recovered the mutant LiaR^D191N^ that confers increased daptomycin resistance ([@B5]). In contrast to the weak, nearly non-detectable affinity of LiaR for the individual *liaXYZ* and *liaFSR* sites, the adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^ had dramatically increased affinity for all the DNA sequences we measured (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). LiaR^D191N^ had at least a 100-fold increase in the DNA binding affinity to either the *liaXYZ* or *liaFSR* consensus sequences compared to wild type LiaR and exhibited 10--500-fold higher affinity to the target sequences than the phosphomimetic mutant LiaR^D50E^. Binding to the *liaXYZ* secondary site was also strongly increased suggesting an overall increase in affinity for DNA. Surprisingly however, LiaR^D191N^ affinity for the entire contiguous protected region identified by DNA footprinting for *liaXYZ* (46 nucleotides, see Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) was comparable to that for the consensus site alone (*liaXYZ*: *K*~d~ *=* 0.63±0.04 μM versus 0.39 ± 0.03 μM (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"})). These results reveal that despite being protected in our nuclease protection assays, the additional secondary region protected within the *liaXYZ* operon is not required for high affinity binding. Remarkably, the increased affinity of LiaR^D191N^ for target DNA exceeded that of the phosphomimetic mutant LiaR^D50E^ suggesting that the adaptive mutant is activated irrespective of its potential phosphorylation state. To test whether the mutations LiaR^D50E^ and LiaR^D191N^ functioned cooperatively or independently of each other, we made the double mutant LiaR^D50E/D191N^ and measured its affinity for the *liaXYZ* and *liaFSR* sequences. The double mutant had affinity most like the single mutant LiaR^D50E^ suggesting negative epistasis between the alleles. Our data is consistent with a model in which LiaR^D191N^ is a constitutively activated or, perhaps, even a hyperactivated protein.

*liaFSR* consensus sequence is not sufficient for tight binding by LiaR {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We tested the affinity of LiaR^D191N^ for a 26 nucleotide DNA that contained only the putative *liaFSR* consensus sequence extending from −104 to −79. Surprisingly, wild type LiaR, adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^, and phosphomimetic mutant LiaR^D50E^ all had very low affinity for the sequence that was comparable in length and sequence to the high affinity site we had identified in the *liaXYZ* operon. The affinity of LiaR^D191N^ for the *liaFSR* consensus was at least 400-fold lower than the *liaXYZ* consensus sequence (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). DFACE had suggested that the footprint of LiaR on the *liaFSR* operon extended from the consensus sequence ∼10 bases toward the translation start site. Based upon this DNA protection data, we extended the DNA sequence an additional six nucleotides to include the entire protected region. LiaR^D191N^ affinity for the extended 31 nucleotide sequence increased dramatically to 0.37 ± 0.02 μM making it nearly identical to the high affinity we observed for the *liaXYZ* consensus sequence (0.39 ± 0.03 μM) (See Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). When we scrambled the extended downstream site of *liaFRS* (11 nucleotides: ATGTACGAGCT) the LiaR^D191N^ binding affinity decreased ∼3-fold (*K*~d~ *=* 1.35 ± 0.08 μM) but was still higher than for the consensus site alone (*K*~d~ \> 150 μM) suggesting that both sequence and length of this additional protected region are critical for the binding affinity. Our findings suggest that the additional region protected within the *liaFSR* binding site (six nucleotides: ACCTGA) is likely important for LiaR binding and positioning relative to the transcriptional start site.

Importantly, our data suggests that the T(X)~4~C(X)~4~G(X)~4~A *liaFSR* consensus sequence, unlike that of *liaXYZ*, is not sufficient for high affinity binding and that other nucleotides within and proximal to the consensus sequence can have an important role in attenuating LiaR affinity for target DNA. That these extended DNA sequences have comparable affinities but different ways of realizing increased affinity suggests that each regulatory region is unique and contextualized to the specific operon.

Oligomerization of LiaR to tetramers suggests a potential mechanism for extended DNA target recognition {#SEC3-5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Studies of the related response regulator *S. aureus* VraR and the more widely characterized OmpR/PhoB winged-helix transcription factor response regulator subfamily have suggested that a phosphorylation-dependent oligomerization from monomer to dimer is frequently responsible for recognition of specific DNA target sequences ([@B31],[@B32],[@B34]). We were therefore surprised that analytical ultracentrifugation analysis (AUC) indicated that the best fit for data obtained on the full length LiaR was a dimer--tetramer equilibrium model with a *K*~d~ of 24 μM (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Mutation of the Asp-50 phosphorylation site to glutamic acid further increased the extent of tetramerization (*K*~d~ = 2 μM) suggesting that oligomer formation would be stimulated by phosphorylation. The correlation of tetramer formation to functional consequences for LiaR recognition of DNA is further reinforced by our observation that the adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^ is nearly entirely tetrameric. The extent of LiaR^D191N^ tetramerization is so strong that we were unable to observe free dimer and could only estimate the *K*~d~ to be \<0.06 μM---at least a 400-fold increase in tetramer formation compared to wild type LiaR. The best fits for all the LiaR variants were obtained with a model for dimer to tetramer equilibrium. Additionally, LiaR and its variants eluted during gel filtration as a broad peak with elution volumes, corresponding to the tetrameric and dimeric forms of LiaR, respectively with no evidence for either monomer or higher order oligomers (data not shown). The striking correlation of tetramer formation with increased DNA affinity from our MST studies suggests that *E. faecalis* LiaR does not follow the more canonical activation of a monomer to dimer species but rather is already present largely as a dimer at physiologically relevant concentrations and that upon phosphorylation, or mutation to a constitutively active analog like LiaR^D191N^, shifts the oligomeric state to an active tetramer able to bind extended DNA sequences. Concentration of LiaR *in vivo* has not been determined, but has been reported for the closest homolog of LiaR the *S. aureus* VraR ([@B29]). The concentration of response regulator VraR from *S. aureus* increased from 2.3 to 6 μM in the presence of cell wall stress ([@B29]), which is in good agreement with the maximum increase *in vitro* transcription product observed at 6 μM VraR-P ([@B33]). Note, that the concentration of VraR in the absence of stress is in agreement with those determined for other response regulators, such as OmpR (3500 molecules) ([@B35]) and CheY (6000 molecules) ([@B36]).

![The adaptive mutation D191N mutation in LiaR promotes higher order complex formation. Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation analysis for (**A**) LiaR (cyan), LiaR^D50E^ (light green) or LiaR^D191N^ (blue), and (**B**) LiaR^(DBD)^ (dark green), LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ (magenta). For simplicity, a representative dataset recorded at 14 000 rpm for LiaR, LiaR^D50E^ and LiaR^D191N^ or 36 000 rpm for LiaR^(DBD)^ and LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ are shown. Sedimentation equilibrium profiles for each protein were fitted to either a dimer↔tetramer (**A**) or a monomer↔dimer (**B**) self-association model, depicted by the black lines. The residuals for each fit are provided in the lower panel, below the experimental data.](gkv321fig4){#F4}

Studies of the isolated LiaR DNA binding domain suggests that an increased affinity for DNA by the adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^ is correlated with increased oligomerization {#SEC3-6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To better understand the physicochemical basis for the daptomycin resistance conferred by mutation of position 191 to Asn, we measured the DNA binding affinity and oligomeric states of the isolated DNA binding domain (residues 140--206) of wild type LiaR, and the adaptive mutant LiaR^D191N^. Like the full length LiaR, the isolated DNA binding domain of LiaR (LiaR^(DBD)^) had undetectable levels of binding to *liaXYZ* and *liaFSR* sequences (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and, similar to the full length LiaR^D191N^, LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ had strongly increased binding to *liaXYZ* (*K*~d~ = 4.06 ± 0.76 μM) and extended *liaFSR* consensus sequences (*K*~d~ = 1.88 ± 0.08 μM). Overall, LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ binding to target DNA was ∼10-fold weaker than full-length protein and is consistent with a role for the receiver domain in protein--protein interactions that would bring two copies of LiaR together as an initial dimer that can then further oligomerize into a tetramer. Since the mutation at Asn-191 appears to constitutively activate LiaR in the absence of phosphorylation, the normal role of phosphorylation in stimulating oligomerization via the receiver domain may be effectively overruled by the D191N mutation.

We reasoned that since the adaptive mutation D191N is located in the C-terminal DNA binding domain and that oligomerization was well correlated to DNA recognition, that we could test the role of the adaptive mutation in driving the oligomeric state of LiaR by investigating the oligomerization properties of the isolated LiaR DNA binding domain. Using analytical ultracentrifugation, we observed that the wild type LiaR^(DBD)^ has a modest monomer--dimer transition (*K*~d~ = 2 μM). So, despite not having a receiver domain for activation by phosphorylation or mediation of protein--protein contacts, the DNA binding domain of LiaR alone can establish a dimeric species in solution. In strong support for this additional role of the DNA binding domain in self-oligomerization, LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ formed dimers much more strongly than wild-type LiaR with a dissociation constant of the *K*~d~ to be \<0.04 μM (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The association of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ to a dimer was so strong we could only estimate the *K*~d~ to be \<0.04 μM, effectively making the DNA binding domain nearly entirely dimeric under these solution conditions. Additionally, gel filtration chromatography of the isolated DBD shows that DBD of LiaR^D191N^ elutes at times consistent for a monomer to dimer transition (data not shown). The trend of increasing dimerization by LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ parallels the trend to increased DNA binding that results from this mutation. Formation of a dimer comprised of the helix-turn-helix motifs in the LiaR DNA binding domain would be consistent with the strong and specific DNA binding we observed in our MST studies with both full-length LiaR and its isolated DNA binding domain. Our observation that LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ has only a 50-fold higher propensity for oligomerization compared to the 400-fold increase in tetramer formation seen for LiaR^D191N^ leads us to speculate that the mutation D191N in the DNA binding domain of LiaR may change the dynamics of the entire LiaR molecule such that a change in the DNA binding domain may propagate into the receiver domain to promote further dimerization contacts.

Structures of the LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ with consensus and secondary DNA target sequences {#SEC3-7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the atomic basis for specific DNA recognition by LiaR, we determined the structures of the DNA binding domains of wild-type LiaR (LiaR^(DBD)^), and LiaR^D191N^ (LiaR^(DBD)D191N^) proteins alone as well as LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ bound to DNA sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sequences by X-ray crystallography (Supplementary Table S1). The structures of LiaR^(DBD)^ and LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ are essentially the same with overall root mean square deviations (rmsd) of 0.4 Å ([@B37]). The domain architecture and quaternary arrangement is consistent with previously reported NarL/FixJ family DNA binding domain dimers, such as VraR, NarL, DosR and GerE in the activated state ([@B38]--[@B41]). As shown in Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S1 the C-terminal DNA binding domain of LiaR is comprised of four α-helices where the two central helices α-3 from each promoter form a classic helix-turn-helix DNA binding motif. The dimer interface consists primarily of van der Waals contacts between helix-4 of protomer 1 and helix-4 of protomer 2 as well as several potential hydrogen bonds between interfacial residues. The orientation of helix-4 often varies among response regulators and is typically the product of specific but poorly conserved non-polar interactions across the dimer interface. Within the NarL/FixJ family the orientation of helix-4 from each protomer ranges from being almost parallel to one another in the case of NarL and VraR to projecting away from one another such that the two C-termini is spaced more widely than the two N-termini to make an almost V-shaped arrangement for GerE ([@B38],[@B39]). In the LiaR--DNA structures, the dimerization helices are oriented almost parallel to each other, a case more similar to NarL and DosR than to GerE. Interestingly, both LiaR^(DBD)^ and LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ crystallize as dimers. This is consistent with our AUC studies suggesting a predominately dimeric quaternary structure. While position 191 is located near the dimer interface, a comparison of the main and side chain positions of Asp-191 from the LiaR^(DBD)^ and Asn-191 of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) showed no significant changes in stereochemistry or potentially altered interactions through the δ-NH~2~ of Asn-191. The absence of significant structural changes is consistent with a more indirect effect on dimerization perhaps by stabilizing the folded state or the state that is most competent to forming the dimer. As shown in Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, there is a change in the electrostatic surface of the DNA binding surface due to the change from a negatively charged carboxylic acid group to a polar but uncharged carboxamide sidechain. We speculate that this electrostatic change (an overall less negatively charged surface) could explain both the observed increased DBD dimerization and tighter DNA binding.

![The structure of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ bound to DNA sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sequences. (**A**) Structural overview of the isolated DNA binding domain of LiaR^D191N^. The α4 helices of the LiaR^(DBD)^ (blue) forms part of the molecular recognition surface responsible for formation of the functional dimer required for DNA binding. DNA-recognition helices (α3 from each promoter) are indicated in green. The two α3 helices in the dimer are positioned to create a large electropositive DNA-binding surface. (**B**, **C**) LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ bound to DNA sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sites. The LiaR-DNA complex structure shows a strong bend in the DNA, as shown by its helical axis (gray). The helical axis calculated by the program CURVES+ ([@B48]) indicated an overall bend of 23.8° and 51.4° for the consensus (B) and secondary (C) sequences, respectively.](gkv321fig5){#F5}

![LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ and LiaR^DBD^ homodimer shown as both a cartoon and electrostatic surface representation. (**A**) Close up comparison of the main and side chain positions of Asp-191 from the LiaR^(DBD)^ and Asn-191 of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ showed no significant changes in stereochemistry or potentially altered interactions. The (2FOFCWT-PH2FOFCWT) electron density map around Asn191 is contoured at 0.9 absolute value of electrons/Å^3^. (**B**). The electrostatic surface (charge surface) of the DNA binding domain of LiaR and LiaR^D191N^ has been calculated. The magenta spheres highlight the position of amino acid 191. Red is negatively charged and blue is positive and there is a color gradient between the two (white being neutral). The DNA binding surface does become slightly more positively charged due to the D191N mutation and therefore more favorable for DNA binding.](gkv321fig6){#F6}

In addition to structures of the LiaR^(DBD)^ and LiaR^(DBD)D191N^, we determined the structure of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ bound to DNA sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sites (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The structure of the uncomplexed LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ dimer is also similar to that of DNA complexes with an rmsd of 0.6 and 0.9 Å for the consensus and secondary sequence complexes. Furthermore, the buried surface areas within the dimerization interface for the two LiaR^(DBD)D191N^:DNA complexes are comparable to the uncomplexed LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ dimer (∼440Å) suggesting that there are no large conformational changes within the LiaR^DBD^ dimer upon DNA binding. The arrangement of the two helix-turn-helix motifs in the dimer creates a positively charged surface and positioning the two helices (α-3 from each promoter) at the appropriate spacing and relative orientation required for insertion into the major groove of DNA (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which has been observed previously for the DosR and NarL DNA complexes ([@B38],[@B40],[@B41]). DNA recognition by LiaR is comprised largely of residues from helix-3 (Figures [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). As might be expected from the DNA binding studies that showed the highest affinity for the *liaXYZ* consensus sequence, there are more base specific contacts to the DNA in the LiaR^(DBD)D191N^:*liaXYZ* consensus sequence complex than the LiaR^(DBD)D191N^:*liaXYZ* secondary sequence complex (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). In the LiaR^(DBD)D191N^:*liaXYZ* consensus sequence complex, Lys-174(A/B), Lys-177(A/B), Thr-178(B) are all in position to make specific H-bonds to bases of the consensus sequence (Figures [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figure S2) while in the complex to the secondary sequence, only Lys-174(A/B) and Thr-178(A) have the potential make direct H-bonds (Figures [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figure S2). While the consensus and secondary sequences have no discernable sequence homology, the molecular recognition surface and many of the comparable residues from LiaR that contact the DNA are largely the same.

![Expanded view of the binding interface of the of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ bound to DNA sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sites. (**A**, **B**) The FEMs (Feature Enhanced Maps) are modified 2mF~obs~-DF~model~ σA-weighted maps computed using phenix to reduce the model bias and retain the existing features ([@B26]). The (FEM-PHIFEM) electron density map is contoured at 0.6 absolute value of electrons/Å^3^ to show how Lys174, Lys177 and Thr178 interact with DNA. The consensus sequence bases are indicated as red color.](gkv321fig7){#F7}

![Schematic diagram of LiaR^(DBD)D191N^ bound to DNA sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sites. Base numbers are relative to the LiaX translation start site. LiaR--DNA interactions and atoms are indicated as: hydrogen bonds (blue dotted lines); non-bonded contacts (red dotted lines); nitrogens (blue lettering); oxygens (red lettering); and waters (blue circles). The conserved consensus sequence nucleotides which we identified using *in silico* analysis G, C and T are boxed (T(X)~4~C(X)~4~G(X)~4~A).](gkv321fig8){#F8}

Based on a structure-based sequence alignment of LiaR with the related response regulators DosR and NarL, LiaR Lys-177 is equivalent to Lys-188 of NarL and Lys-182 of DosR ([@B40]). In all three response regulators, different DNA sequences are accommodated by a flexible interaction to the major groove either directly or via bridging waters ([@B40]). Interestingly, Lys-177 of both chains (A, B) is involved in recognition of the *liaXYZ* consensus sequence, while there are essentially no contacts between Lys-177 and the DNA of the secondary site. Thus Lys-177 and the homologous residues in DosR and NarL appear to be be important for consensus sequence recognition. Within the context of the T(X)~4~[C]{.ul}(X)~4~[G]{.ul}(X)~4~A *liaXYZ* consensus sequence, LiaR makes base specific contacts from the Nϵ of Lys-177(B) to the O6 of G(−94) opposite the consensus sequence C(−94) (boxed) and from the Nϵ of Lys-177(A) to the O6 of G(-89) (boxed). Thus in both copies of the LiaR dimer, Lys177 makes the same interaction to guanines of the consensus sequence. Similarly, Lys-174(A) and (B) are poised to make H-bonds to the O6 positions of G(−86) and G(−97) respectively, though these are not conserved consensus sequence nucleotides. Thr-178(B) of helix-3 makes non-bonded close contacts (\<3.5 Å) with C(−98) of the consensus sequence. In the LiaR^(DBD)D191N^:*liaXYZ* secondary sequence complex, Thr-178(B) also makes a non-bonded close contact with G(−120). LiaR Thr-178 is equivalent to Val-189 of NarL and Asn-183 of DosR, and in both structures the equivalent residue makes comparable close contacts to the DNA. Significant bending of the DNA is also observed for both LiaR:DNA complexes ([@B40]) and is consistent with our DFACE studies suggesting significant structural changes to the DNA upon LiaR binding (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

DNA sequences near the *liaXYZ* operon may be predisposed to bending {#SEC3-8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

DNase I mapping of the *liaXYZ* -320 to +30 region in the absence of protein showed a strong hypersensitive position at T(−35) consistent with increased nuclease accessibility. Upon addition of LiaR to 0.5 μM the hypersensitive location shifts to C(-36), and at 5.0 μM protein the hypersensitive site shifts further to C(−38) suggesting that LiaR binding at −120 to −77 has a strong effect on the 3' distal DNA structure (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). While it is possible that the original hypersensitive site is the product of a unique DNA sequence context, it was striking that the position of the hypersensitive site shifts upon formation of the LiaR--DNA complex and that the position is within the putative footprint region of RNAP polymerase binding to canonical −10/−35 regions of DNA during the initiation of transcription. Taken together with proximal hypersensitive sites found for both the *liaFSR* and *liaXYZ* at the nucleotide following the adenine in the T(X)~4~C(X)~4~G(X)~4~A consensus sequences and the crystal structures of LiaR DNA binding domains bound to target DNA, it is apparent that LiaR binding imposes changes to DNA structure consistent with DNA bending.

A model for binding to extended DNA regulatory sequences by an activated LiaR tetramer {#SEC3-9}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, a LiaR tetramer would have four helix-turn-helix motifs potentially able to span ∼42 nucleotides. The observed protection site for the *liaXYZ* operon was 44 nucleotides. The protection site for the *liaFSR* operon appears smaller and is more consistent with three of the four potential DNA binding domains making strong interactions with the DNA. Our data suggests that the LiaR tetramer can be thought of as having four DNA reading heads that can each recognize and bind DNA depending on the organization of the upstream regulatory DNA sequences. In the *liaXYZ* operon, all four DNA reading heads are tightly associated with the DNA while in the case of the *liaFSR* operon three of the four reading heads are making strong contacts to the DNA leading to protection. Presumably since the fourth reading head is present, its interaction with DNA is too weak to produce detectable levels of DNA protection. Based upon the combination of these results we have constructed a model for how LiaR might bind to an extended DNA sequences through the two sets of helix-turn helix dimers that would be present in the LiaR tetramer (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). The orientation of the DNA binding domains from the crystallographic LiaR--DNA co-structures and increase in DNA hypersensitivity observed by our DFACE studies (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) suggest that the binding of LiaR will induce DNA bending. We speculate that increased DNA bending could recruit RNA polymerase through direct protein contacts and may favor formation of the pre-initiation bubble. Transcription factors ([@B42]) are divided into two classes based on their interactions with the RNA polymerase holoenzyme. Class I factors, such as BvgA ([@B15]) and OmpR ([@B43]) interact with the C-terminal domain of the subunit α-of RNAP while Class II factors, such as PhoB ([@B44]) and VanR ([@B45]) interact with the RNA polymerase sigma-subunit. The closest homolog of LiaR, VraR from *S. aureus* has been shown to interact with the sigma-subunit of RNA polymerase ([@B29]).

![Model for the binding of the activated LiaR tetramer onto the regulatory sequences responsible for the LiaR-mediated cell envelope stress response. The LiaR^D191N^ DNA binding domains bound to DNA sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sites (dark red; PDB: 4WUL and 4WU4) are modeled as an active tetramer using the protein alone tetramer structure of the *S. aureus* VraR receiver domains (pink; PDB: 4IF4). The structure of the *E. coli* RNA polymerase complex initiation complex (gray; PDB: 3IYD) was used to model the position of RNA polymerase and DNA. The combined model for the LiaR:DNA and RNA polymerase:DNA complexes (yellow) suggests a strong bend that is consistent with the crystal structures and DNaseI hypersensitive sites from our protection studies (arrows). Note that the RNA polymerase α' and ω subunits are well poised for potential interactions with the LiaR tetramer.](gkv321fig9){#F9}

To construct a potential model for LiaR-mediated regulation, we joined the DNA sequences of the *E. coli* RNA polymerase initiation complex (3IYD) with those of our LiaR^D191N^ DNA binding domains complexed with the sequences derived from the *liaXYZ* consensus and secondary sites (dark red, PDB: 4WUL and 4WU4) modeled as an active tetramer using the protein alone available tetramer structure of the *S. aureus* VraR receiver domains (pink; PDB: 4IF4) ([@B46]). The resulting combined model is striking in its clear positioning of LiaR through DNA bending to make potential contacts with RNA polymerase. DNA bending has been observed frequently for other transcription factors and is consistent with enhanced recruitment of RNA polymerase to increase transcription. As shown in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, the LiaR tetramer is potentially well poised to recruit and interact with RNA polymerase at the promoter.

CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
==========

The cell envelope stress response of Gram-positive organisms is intimately associated with their ability to adapt to membrane damaging antibiotics such as daptomycin and other antimicrobial peptides. Mutations within the LiaFSR signaling pathway are often observed as part of the development of antibiotic resistance in the pathogens that are designated as high priorities for control by the CDC such as enterococci and *S. aureus*. Adaptive mutations such as LiaR^D191N^ that lead to daptomycin resistance can activate the *liaFSR* regulon in a phosphorylation independent manner, by inducing the formation of the oligomeric states responsible for sequence specific DNA recognition (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It is clear from our work, as well as that of others, that while there are some key similarities in the general principles describing LiaFSR and LiaFSR-like homologs for the regulation of target operons, there are important distinctions that can be used to enhance our understanding of these important systems. Strategies that would develop small molecules to inhibit the development of resistance should be cognizant of the differences between these systems in order to have the broadest efficacy.

In *B. subtilis*, *E. faecalis*, *L. monocytogenes* LiaR and *S. aureus* VraR there is clear evidence for consensus binding sites though there are significant variations within and among the organisms suggesting that a more complex and subtle DNA recognition strategy is common ([@B6],[@B30],[@B47]). Despite the fact that members of the NarL/FixJ response regulator family like *E. faecalis* LiaR and *S. aureus* VraR share a conserved domain structure and sequence specific DNA recognition via well conserved helix-turn-helix motifs and high overall sequence similarity, there are no obvious similarities to their DNA-binding consensus sequence ([@B30]). Presumably subtle changes in the interaction of the helix-turn-helix motifs with DNA targets are responsible for the wide range of recognition sequences across related response regulators. Even within the two operons we studied from *E. faecalis* S613 there are important differences in position and composition of the DNA regulatory elements. Our DNA binding studies indicate that for the *liaXYZ* operon, tight binding is achieved readily by the consensus sequence and that the extended secondary sequence, though protected in footprinting, does not contribute significantly to overall DNA affinity by LiaR (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, binding to the *liaFSR* operon consensus sequence is weak and that only upon including regions outside the canonical consensus sequence is high affinity achieved. Our DNA footprinting and analytical ultracentrifugation studies indicate an extended DNA recognition site consistent with the formation of an activated tetramer.

Interestingly, although solution studies indicate a phosphorylation-dependent monomer--dimer equilibrium for VraR, the activated protein crystallized as a tetramer, suggesting that there may be a role for higher-order oligomers. DNA footprinting studies show that, like *E. faecalis* LiaR, VraR has a larger than expected recognition site upstream of *vraSR*, upon phosphorylation, that would exceed the size protected by a single VraR dimer ([@B30]) and includes DNase I hypersensitive sites indicative of DNA bending. Activation of transcription may require significant DNA bending, involving 4 protein molecules (either as a pair of dimers or a single tetramer), necessary to recruit RNA polymerase (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B30]) to form the transcription initiation complex. The quaternary structure of LiaR and related cell envelope stress response pathways such as *S. aureus* VraR may share a common evolutionary monomer--dimer--tetramer equilibrium and that, over time, organisms have adapted both in the sequence of the DNA regulatory elements as well as the LiaR quaternary structure equilibrium to provide a well-adapted stress response. In principle, the equilibrium constants for a response regulator monomer--dimer and dimer--tetramer can be tuned readily to provide the appropriate level of response. *E. faecium* LiaR shares 84% identity with that of *E. faecalis* S613 and 60% with *S. aureus* VraR and therefore its solution binding properties and organization of the target operon regulatory elements could resemble either homolog and will have to await further study. So while there are some similarities between LiaR homologs of *B. subtilis* and *S. aureus*, the sequences recognized and the manner in which they are recognized and presumably regulated has changed to fit the specific ecological and evolutionary challenges that confront these organisms. Presumably the membrane stress response pathways of these organisms reflect that distinct evolutionary history.

ACCESSION NUMBERS {#SEC5}
=================

wwPDB: 4WSZ, 4WT0, 4WUH, 4WU4, 4WUL.
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==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkv321/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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